
Multivariable Calulus, Feb. 18, 2005MAPLE Worksheet on Tangent PlanesThe fous of this worksheet is to use MAPLE to see how the tangent plane to a di�erentiablefuntion is the best linear approximation to the funtion. Reall from Cal 1 that the tangent lineto a funtion of one variable gives the best linear approximation to the graph. In fat, as you zoomin on the urve at a partiular point P , the urve and tangent line beome indistinguishable. Thisis easy to demonstrate using MAPLE.1 A Cal 1 ExampleSuppose that f(x) = sinx. Calulate the equation of the tangent line to the graph when x = �=3.Do this without the omputer. To plot this line mx + b (you have found m and b) along with thegraph of sin x, you type:plot([m*x + b,sin(x)℄,x=0..Pi, olor=[red,blue℄);This should draw the urve in blue and the tangent line in red. Make sure your tangent line isatually tangent to the graph at x = �=3. Reall that Pi is how you type in � and sqrt(x) is howyou get px.Next, we want to zoom in on the graph near x = �=3. To do this without retyping the plotommand over and over again, we de�ne a zooming ommand by typing the following:zoomplot:= h -> plot([m*x + b,sin(x)℄, x=Pi/3-h..Pi/3+h, olor=[red,blue℄):This reates the ommand zoomplot(h) whih you an now use to easily zoom in on the graphnear x = �=3. For example, if you want the plot range to be entered about �=3 with a distane of0:3 to either side, you type zoomplot(0.3). This should give you the graph and the tangent linedrawn on the x range of [�=3 � 0:3; �=3 + 0:3℄. Use the zoomplot ommand to zoom in on yourgraph until you see that the tangent line and urve beome nearly idential.Two important notes: First, you an de�ne a onstant to a letter by typing:b := Pi/10 - 3.6739;for example. This way you an refer to the onstant as b eah time rather than having to repeatedlyretype it. Seond, your zoomplot ommand only works for the example given, sin x. To do adi�erent funtion, tangent line and point x = a, you must return to the de�nition of zoomplot andtype in the new funtions you want.2 Tangent PlanesNow we will reate the equivalent approximation but to a funtion of two variables. Consider thefuntion f(x; y) = 1 � x2 � y2. Plot the funtion over the range �4 � x � 4;�4 � y � 4. Wewould like to zoom in on the funtion around the point (�2; 1). As before, we an de�ne a zoomingfuntion by typing:zoomplot3d:= h -> plot3d(1-x^2-y^2, x=-2-h..-2+h,y=1-h..1+h,axes=boxed):1



To draw the graph over the domain �3 � x � �1; 0 � y � 2, for example, type zoomplot3d(1)giving one units length to either side of x = �2 and y = 1. Zoom in on the graph near (�2; 1)using the zoomplot3d(h) ommand. What do you notie?Now plot the linear funtion L(x; y) = 4x � 2y + 6 over the range �3 � x � �1; 0 � y � 2.Compare with your zooms of the funtion f(x; y). What do you notie? This plane is alled thetangent plane to the funtion f(x; y) at the point (�2; 1) and is the analog of the tangent line to aone-variable funtion at a point x = a. STOP: Before reading further, try and derive the equationof this plane using partial derivatives and the equation for a linear funtion disussed in lass.Just as for funtions of one variable, we use partial derivatives to �nd the partiular slopes of thetangent plane. Reall that L(x; y) = mx+ny+ gives the equation of a plane, where m is the slopein the x-diretion, n gives the slope in the y-diretion and  is the z-interept. When �nding theequation of a tangent plane to a funtion f(x; y), m is obtained by omputing the partial derivativeof f with respet to x and evaluating at the point in question. After all, this tells us the slope ofthe graph in the x-diretion for �xed y. Likewise, n is obtained by omputing the partial derivativeof f with respet to y. This tells us the slope of the graph in the y-diretion for �xed x.To obtain m in our example, ompute fx(�2; 1), the partial derivative of f with respet tox evaluated at the point (�2; 1). This gives m = fx(�2; 1) = 4. Similarly, to obtain n for ourexample, ompute fy(�2; 1), the partial derivative of f with respet to y evaluated at the point(�2; 1). This gives n = fy(�2; 1) = �2. Finally, the tangent plane should pass through the pointon the graph (�2; 1; f(�2; 1)) = (�2; 1;�4). Use this point to �nd the z-interept by plugging itinto z = 4x � 2y +  and solving for . This gives  = 6. Thus, the equation of the tangent planeto f(x; y) = 1� x2 � y2 at the point (�2; 1) is given byz = 4x� 2y + 6:Of ourse, you probably an't wait to see the graph and the tangent plane together! You anahieve this by typing:plot3d({4*x-2*y+6,1-x^2-y^2},x=-4..4,y=-4..4,axes=framed);Clik on your graph and rotate around to see where the two surfaes touh. Zoom in on the point(�2; 1) to see the surfaes beoming more and more the same.In sum, the equation of the tangent plane for f(x; y) at the point (a; b) is given byz = fx(a; b) x + fy(a; b) y +  (1)where  is determined by making sure the plane passes through the point (a; b; f(a; b)). Anotherformula often used is z = f(a; b) + fx(a; b)(x� a) + fy(a; b)(y � b) (2)giving the spei� value of . Note that this formula is reminisent of the start of a Taylor series!3 Exerises:1. For the funtion f(x; y) = 1� x2 � y2, ompute the tangent plane at the point (0; 0). Whatis signi�ant about this point? Plot the tangent plane and the funtion on the same graph.2



2. For the funtion g(x; y) = y3 � 12y + 2x2 + 4x + 4, ompute the tangent plane at the point(�1; 2). What is signi�ant about this point? Plot the tangent plane and the funtion on thesame graph. Compare with the previous problem.3. For the funtion h(x; y) = sin(xy), ompute the tangent plane at the point (0; 0). Whatkind of point is (0; 0)? Plot the tangent plane and the funtion on the same graph, in anappropriate plot range.4. Based on Questions 1{3, what an you onlude about the tangent plane to a maximum,minimum or saddle? How is this similar to what we know from Cal 1 when onsideringthe tangent line at an extremum? Given a funtion f(x; y) in general, how do we loate theextrema? Compare this with how we �nd extrema for funtions of one variable.5. De�ne a MAPLE funtion alled tanplane(a,b,h) whih plots both the funtion f(x; y) =1 � x2 � y2 and its tangent plane at the point (a; b) over the plot range a � h � x �a + h; b � h � y � b + h. For example, when you type tanplane(-1,0,2), you should geta 3d plot of f(x; y) and its tangent plane at the point (�1; 0) drawn over the plot range of�3 � x � 1;�2 � y � 2. The �rst part of your ommand should look liketanplane := (a,b,h) -> plot3d({...}, ... );You must �ll in the important information inside the plot3d ommand. One you get yourommand working, use it to view various tangent planes on the graph of f(x; y) to get a betterunderstanding of the funtion.6. Repeat Problem 5 for the funtion h(x; y) = sin(xy).
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